We study the electronic structure change of yttrium trihydride YH 3 by applying a hydrostatic pressure. At zero pressure, YH 3 has the structure with energy favored symmetry group p3c1 (165).
We choose YH 3 as the object of study because yttrium hydrides are well known as they have many interesting properties under strain. The first principle calculation of structural and electronic properties of yttrium hydride has been obtained long time ago 14 . Later it was predicted that YH 3 undergoes a structural transformation by applying a pressure 15 , and a lots of effort has been done to understand the structure of YH 3 16-20 . Most recently, it was shown in Ref. 21 that YH 3 undergoes a pressure induced structural transformation at critical pressure 21 GPa, which means that, at low pressure YH 3 has structure with space group p3c1; above 21 GPa, YH 3 is more stable with a cubic structure.
On the other hand, the electronic structure of YH 3 has also been reconsidered by means of first principle calculation recently. For instance, in Ref. 22 it was pointed out that hexagonal YH 3 is a topological semimetal with nodal line protected by the glide-plane symmetry.
Later the authors in Ref. 23 argue that YH 3 is actually a pseudo nodal surface semimetal protected by two mirror symmetry and inversion symmetry. By pseudo they mean that only the three nodal rings in the k x(y,z) = 0 planes are truly degenerated. Away from these nodal lines, the band gap is just approximately zero. Although these studies give different results, their method is quite similar. Most importantly, they all suggest that it is the crystalline symmetries that play a key role to protect the band crossings.
The band structure of hexagonal YH 3 is revisited in this paper. However we suggest that the band crossings are protected by non-spatial symmetries rather than the local crystalline symmetries. The starting point is to choose a crystal structure of YH 3 . According to Ref. is adopted for the exchange-correlation potential 34 . The reciprocal space sampling was performed using 25 × 25 × 25 Monkhorst-Pack meshes 35 . Optimization of structural parameters was achieved by a minimization of atomic forces and stress tensors applying the conjugate Γ point, they are the only two bands near the fermi level which are well separated from other bands. Further away from the Γ point, the e-band and h-band will cross over other bands. Especially on the edges of the BZ, they will degenerate with other bands due to the crystalline symmetries. To understand the global pattern of the band structure is not a trivial task, in general, one may need to use more powerful combinatorial methods involving K-theory 36 or graph theory [37] [38] [39] . For our case, we only care about the e-band and h-band, this can be done by following the rules of compatibility relations, which is the branching rules of the irreducible representations (irreps) of the little group at different high symmetric points. This is to say, we need to analyse the band connectivity for the two bands only. It can be done by firstly perform the first principle calculation to obtain the wave functions, and then use the BANDREP program on the Bilbao Crystallographic Server 25-27 to analyse how the wave functions change under the crystalline symmetry transformation. In this way, we obtain the irreps for the bands near the fermi level and compile them in TABLE. II.
Also, the branching rules of these irreps are listed in TABlE. III.
Since the e-band and h-band are not degenerated at the Γ point, if one starts from the irreps at Γ point, following the branching rules, go along a close k-path back to the Γ point, one should arrive the same irreps as it was started. For example, let's find out the band connectivity for h-band along the k-path
From the branching rules list in TABlE. III, it is not hard to verify that the irreps Γ
along the k-path is compatible with the branching rules. On the other hand, the bands are already labelled by the irreps as shown in TABLE. II. This information is enough for us to figure out the connectivity of h-band. We apply the same method to e-band and highlight the connectivity pattern with yellow color as show in FIG. 1c. Before we say anything about the symmetries of the two bands system, first notice that the band crossings are located away from the high-symmetry points,so if one wants to use the Dirac-matrix Hamiltonian method to analyze the band structure, one has to take into account the full momentum dependence of the Hamiltonian in the entire BZ. Therefore the symmorphic crystalline symmetries such as rotations and reflections located at the Γ point will not be enough to constrain the Hamiltonian form. This is a hint that one should be looking for the global symmetries, such as T , P and C. These non-spatial symmetries requires that the Hamiltonian H(k) in momentum space must satisfy
Note that T and P will yield C C = T · P. However the inverse is not true, i.e., C doesn't ensure the existence of T and P. It is the ten possible combinations of these symmetries that lead to the ten-fold way classification of gapped Hamiltonian H(k) 5-7 . For our case, which is a gapless systems, as suggested by Ref.
1, one can achieve a similar classification by taking into account the inversion symmetry I.
In a nutshell, one can introduce the new symmetry operators
which act on Hamiltonian as
They are also anti-unitary and square to ±1 similar to P and T . But now they don't act on the momentum space globally, that is to say, relate Hamiltonians at different k-points such as −k and k. They can be seen as the localized version of P and T , by that we mean they are now the symmetries of the Hamiltonian on the entire BZ rather than only on the time reversal invariant momenta (TRIM). The classification of gapless Hamiltonians based on T, P and C can be found in Ref. 1 , in which the dimensionality and topological invariants of the nodes for each AZ+I classes are also given explicitly.
Knowing that YH 3 already has the time reversal symmetry and inversion symmetry, for now the major problem is to determine whether or not P exists, if so, then the chiral symmetry is automatically guaranteed. For a system with particle-hole symmetry, the band structure will have a recognizable feature: the spectrum must be symmetric around the Fermi level. Indeed, for every state ψ with energy E, there will be a particle-hole symmetric state Pψ with energy −E. As one can see, the two bands are approximately mirrored by the fermi level. This is not an accident, but rather a signature of approximate particle-hole symmetry.
One can also understand this phenomenon from the view of quantum chemistry. In It is clear now, if we take the imperfection of the particle-hole symmetry as a small effect, the band crossings can be considered as class BDI protected by T, P and C symmetries. Here we should emphasize that the particle-hole symmetry is only an approximate symmetry, the nodes are not a perfectly surface but with a small gap opened due to the weakly broken P symmetry. On the other hand, the time reversal symmetry is always exact, which makes sure that the band crossings always contain a nodal line and fall within class AI. We borrow the word "pseudo" from Ref. 23 and call the band crossings of YH 3 a pseudo nodal surface of BDI class. Actually we can plot the nodes directly from first principle calculation: By using maximally localized Wannier functions implemented by the Wannier90 package 40 and the WannierTools package 41 , we can find all the nodes by comparing the LUCB and the HOVB within a tiny range of error, that is, the nodes can be defined as all the k-points satisfying E LU CB (k) − E HOV B (k) < E error . This error indicates how many gap opened due to the broken P symmetry one can tolerate. As shown in FIG. 1d , we have chosen the error to be E error = 0.005 eV, the result shows that there is a closed nodal line on a fuzzy surface surrounding the Γ point at the center. Away from the line, the k-points meet the demand of E LU CB (k) − E HOV B (k) < E error become sparse. As we turn down the value of E error , the number of nodes away from the line become fewer and fewer. For now, we think 0.005 eV is smaller enough and the pseudo nodal surface is quite obvious from FIG. 1d . In conclusion,
we could say that YH 3 is a very special nodal line semimetal belonging to class AI with a slightly broken particle-hole symmetry, within certain error tolerance, YH 3 can also be viewed as a nodal surface semimetal belonging to class BDI.
Indeed, without spin-orbit coupling, one can obtain the effective two bands Hamiltonian.
Following Ref.
1 , the symmetry operators T, P and C can be represented as
where σ z is the Dirac matrix and K indicates complex conjugation. The Hamiltonian can be given by
Remember that P is an approximately symmetry, only T is a rigid symmetry, therefore the f (k) term in (6) which breaks symmetry P can be seen as a small perturbation. Turn off f (k), the resulting nodes are just a surface represented by g(k) = 0, which exactly belongs to the class BDI. With f (k) = 0, the resulting nodes are a closed nodal line on surface g(k) = 0 satisfying f (k) = 0, thus belongs to the class AI.
We have more to say about the particle-hole symmetry of YH 3 , which is, P is pressure sensitive. It is not a surprise, though, that hydrogen-rich materials are well known for having attractive properties under pressure, for example, they could exhibit high-temperature su-perconductivity under high pressure [42] [43] [44] [45] . Making effort to fully understand this phenomenon is still ongoing. Here we just consider a very specific scenario that YH 3 is subjected to hydrostatic pressure only. The reason is that hydrostatic pressure will not change the space inversion symmetry, but can cause the lattice constants to be decreased and induces changes in the electronic structure 46 .
Our calculation shows that the particle-hole symmetry appears at zero pressure will be broken when the pressure is increased. The fundamental reason is that the highest energy of h-band and the lowest energy of e-band, denoted by C and B in FIG. 1c respectively, vary differently when increasing the pressure. As shown in FIG. 2a and FIG. 2b , at 28 GPa, the energy at B and C points are not mirrored across the fermi level, which indicates that the particle-hole symmetry is broken. Thus many points on the nodal surface will be gapped out expect a closed nodal line protected by the time reversal symmetry and inversion symmetry.
This kind of nodal line of class AI has a Z 2 topological charge, which is defined by the BerryâĂŹs phase for all occupied bands: either 0 or π 1,13 , corresponding to trivial and the nontrivial cases accordingly. h-band, the nodal ring is fully gapped out without encountering any sudden changes. This phenomenon indicates that the nodal ring is topological trivial, i.e., the Berry's phase for all occupied bands is quantized to 0 not π 13 .
We have studied the electronic structure of hexagonal YH 3 without spin-orbital coupling.
At zero pressure, the system has space inversion symmetry, time reversal symmetry and an approximate particle-hole symmetry. The band crossings can be viewed as a pseudo nodal surface belonging to class BDI of zhe AZ+I classification 1 . By pseudo we mean there actually exist a small gap about 0.005 eV away from the nodal ring which belongs to class AI.
We also find that the approximate particle-hole symmetry is pressure dependent. As long as the hydrostatic pressure is increasing, until it reaches 31 GPa, the particle-hole symmetry will be gradually broken and the small gap on the pseudo nodal surface will be enlarged except for the residue nodal ring. In the meantime, the nodal ring keeps shrinking. When the pressure exceeds 31 GPa, the nodal ring shrinks to a points and finally gapped out, which indicates that the nodal ring possesses a trivial Z 2 topological invariant. This could be viewed as a topological phase transformation induced by pressure changes.
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